
CASE Feeders Pay for Them
selves as Time & Labor Savers
The thresherman that wants the very best feeder for his work will be interested in 

a Case feeder. It offers you a feeder that is found today on the machines of hundreds of threshermen. Its 
success as a time, labor and money saver has been proved.

These are not mere claims but actual facts based on testimonials received from Case
users in the big threshing temtones of U S and Canada. A user from Texas recently wrote us: "We cer
tainly are well pleased with our Case feeder. It places the bundles to the cylinder in a perfect manner without 
slugging. It is a great labor saving device."’ Another says of his Case feeder: "I have run threshing machin
ery for 15 years and have used --------- , ---------- . and ---------- feeders, but will say the Case feeder is the best
feeder I have ever seen I have today bought a Case in preference to all other makes.”

Fits Any Case Machine Easily & Quickly Attached
Case feeders are built with the same care and fore

sight as are all other Case products They have been built 
especially for Case machines and thus they fit Case machines per- 
fect’y The threshermen that wants to cut labor and time costs will 
find a Case feeder a worthy addition to his outfit.

Here are a few details of construction: The crank
shaft is protected by the straw governor shoes which prevent wind
ing of straw in any kind or condition of grain In Case feeders the 
cutter bars have serrated section knives and require no sharpening. 
These are far more effective than rotary band cutters.

The retarder has three speeds which may be regulated 
to suit the condition of the straw.

The carrier is self supporting and can be folded in 
half a minute with one hand.

The bearings on the crankshaft and on the swinging 
hangers are of maplewood boxes, boiled in oil. Improved babbitted 
boxes have been provided for the hopper bottom shaft.

But there are many more features that cannot be 
given in this limited space. Throughout the feeder we have used 
the utmost care in design and construction to make it the most 
eF 'ient on the market. If you are interested in a feeder that will 
help swell your income get in touch with our nearest branch house. 
They will furnish full details.

J. I. CASE THRESHING MACHINE CO., me. 759Liberty st. RACINE, WISCONSIN
Canadian Branches : Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, Toronto and Saskatoon
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